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Rüfikopf cable car

Petersboden chairlift

Oberlech cable car

Steffisalp-Express

Seekopf chairlift

Lech Golf Acadamy

Forest swimming pool Lech

It only takes a few minutes for the cable car to
bring you up to the panorama restaurant located
at a height of 2,350 m. The mountain station of
the Rüfikopf cable car is the perfect starting
point for the first stage of the Green Ring and for
the Rüfikopf Geopath, on which you can discover
the area‘s geological history as you work your way
alongside the „stone witnesses“.

The modern six-seater chairlift brings summer
guests to almost 2.000 m above sea level and is
thus the perfect starting point for numerous hiking tours. Discover the Tannberg hiking region and
follow the tracks of the Walser to the old mountain
village of Bürstegg. The beautiful „Kriegeralpe“
and the hut „Der Wolf“ are right next to he mountain station. The amazing nature reserve gypsum
holes is a special tip.

The cable car with its designed cabins takes you directly to Oberlech – the highest district in Lech am
Arlberg. Up here the idyllic sun terraces await you
with an impressive view across our famous mountain Omeshorn. In addition, you can easily reach
the mystic Libellensee on the Green Ring or you
can start a hiking tour in the Tannberg area. You
can also reach the Arlenzauberweg and Skyspace-Lech.

The mountain station of the chairlift is a favourite starting point for wonderful hikes in the Tannberg region. For instance, you can go for a hike
following the tracks of the Walser from Warth beneath the Karhorn to Lech and discover the most
delightful hikes of the Arlberg. You can easily reach
the Steffisalp Express with the blue bus (line 3).

New: This summer the Seekopf chairlift opens its
doors for the first time. This means that the hidden
Lake Zürsersee with its wooden footbridge, invites
you to relax on the water and can be reached directly by lift. The Seekopf Restaurant offers a place
to stop for a bite to eat. Our hiking tip: Take the
second stage of the Green Ring. With the Seekopf
chairlift, it is easier to manage.

Our golf course was designed by mother nature:
gently nestled amidst the wild and romantic surroundings of the Zugertal valley, this 9-hole facility
delivers a breathtaking experience as it winds its
way along both banks of the Lech river. Have you
ever wanted to play golf in the high mountains? At
the Lech Golf Acadamy you can test your skills on
the putting green, on the driving range and on the
3-hole course.

The completely renovated forest swimming
pool has two completely new outdoor pools:
a 25-metre sports pool with a diving area
and an aquafit-pool with attractions such
as bubble lounges, flood showers, massage
jets and air bubble panels. Also new: a wide
wave slide with its own pool. There is also
a wonderful playground for children. If you
want to let off steam, you can do so with
a tennis match, a game of table tennis or a
round of beach volleyball.
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Themed Arlberg hikes

Our mountain world is so diverse and many secrets
can only be discovered with our local Arlberg experts. On guided theme hikes you will get to know
our nature and history better: The unbelievable
power of the Lecher mountain herbs, a look back at
the time of the settlement of the Arlberg am Tannberg or the impressive gypsum holes with over 20
species of orchids in Oberlech. At the Rüfikopf
we tell the story of the sea at the Arlberg and in
Stubenbach bees of Vorarlberg spend their mountain holidays. Curious?
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Skyspace-Lech

With the Skyspace-Lech by the internationally renowned artist James Turrell, the Arlberg owns a
walk-in work of art that invites to a unique experience of light and space. The rendezvous of heaven
and earth in the high alpine landscape becomes
an unforgetable experience. The Skyspace lighting concept, with James Turrell’s specially developed light art, is shown during sunrise and sunset
with the open dome. A fascinating play of colours
awaits you.
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Children adventure program

For all our young guests we offer an exciting children’s adventure week together with the experienced guides from Arlberg Alpin:

Panorama bus tour
From 24th of June 2020, you can enjoy the
panoramic trip into the nature paradise
Zugertal to Lake Formarin on the open
sun deck and learn a lot of interesting facts
about the Lech Zürs region with the help of
the audio guide. A special tip: Walk a part
of the “Lechweg” hiking trail from Lech to
the Lech spring area without any time pressure and at the end take the comfortable
bus back to Lech!
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Children between the age of 5 and 14 actively get
to know our nature and discover a new highlight
every day: The Arlenzauberweg with the 3D archery course in Oberlech, children’s canyoning in
the rushing wild river, an exciting day in the forest
camp in the Zugertal, exciting climbing routes for
children at Rüfikopf and an insight into the world
of diving in the Lech forest swimming pool. Children up to the age of 14 receive the Lech Card free
of charge.
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Entry to the
Zugertal
The nature paradise Zugertal is one of the most
popular places to visit in our holiday region. The
panorama bus and the blue local bus Lech take you
directly from the centre of Lech to the unspoilt
side valley. The trip incl. the toll is included in the
Lech Card.
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YOU CAN VISIT THE FOLLOWING ATTRACTIVE DAY TRIPS
IN THE ZUGERTAL:

• 1st stage Lechweg
• Steinernes Meer
certified with the Austrian Hiking Quality Seal
• Gehrengrat
• Formarinsee and Rote Wand
Austria’s most beautiful place 2015
• Spullersee - popular fishing pond at 1.826m
• Freiburger Hütte
• Ravensburger Hütte
• Göppinger Hütte
• Gasthaus Älpele
• Spring of Lech
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E-Bike-tour

Bowling at sport.park.lech

Explore the beautiful natural landscape of Lech
with our bike guides. One week you go towards
Spullersee, another week towards Warth. With the
help of modern E-bikes you train your body and
at the same time protect your joints. But there is
more strength to enjoy nature and the unique views
to the left and right of the route. Just give it a try
– it brings a lot of joy.

The fun factor is not missed out even in bad
weather. Games and sports are provided for you.
Take advantage of our attractive bad weather
offer at sport.park.lech: Spend an entire hour
bowling with friends in our cosy bowling alley
with 4 lanes, additional leisure games with special light effects and sounds. Lech Card owners
can let the pins crack for an hour.

The blue village bus Lech
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This is an environmentally friendly way to reach the
local centres of Lech, Zug, Oberlech, Stubenbach,
Zürs and the neighbouring centres of Warth,
Schröcken* and Elbigenalp*. Enjoy our lovely
mountainous landscape with a hike on the Green
Ring or Tannberg – the blue local bus brings you
back to where you started quickly and easily.
Numerous bus stops on the way enable you to
personalise your tours.

* Yellow Postbus

Lechmuseum Huber Hus

Library

The Huber Hus from 1590 invites visitors to discover
rural living and working. The living room, side
chamber, kitchen and workshop of the Huber family take visitors back in time. The kitchen from the
16th century forms the historically oldest core of
the house. Every year a special exhibition inspires
numerous visitors. In summer 2020 you will learn
more about the sounds and noises in the holiday
resort of Lech: “The Sound of Lech”.

Books create adventures in the mind. Visit us
at the Lech municipal library at sport.park.lech
and immerse yourself in the world of adventure.
More than 4.400 books are at your disposal!
With the Lech Card you can borrow the books
free of charge.
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Prices My Lech Card
2020
2 days: 23 €
7 days: 36 €
14 days 67 €
21 days: 92 €
Free for children up
to the age of 14

LECH ZÜRS TOURISMUS GMBH
Dorf 2 . 6764 Lech am Arlberg
T. +43 5583 2161-0 .
F. +43 5583 2161-238
info@lechzuers.com
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